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1. Executive Summary 

The content of this deliverable is related to Task 1.4 – Graphical User Interface and integration on 
MARKETPLACE and is based on the work of D1.5 – GUI design and setup as well as D2.4 Materials-to-
device and device-to-materials syntactic interconnections2 and D2.5 - Semantic interoperability of the 
automated workflows3. In this document, the solutions for the deployment and installation of the 
developed app components on the MarketPlace [1] platform are reported, whereas the description of 
their implementation are the outcome of the previous deliverables mentioned above. 
 
The graphical user interface (GUI) is hierarchically the final component of the IM2D application, through 
which the software end user interacts with the resources and workflows provided by the REST APIs of 
SimPhoNy and AiiDA [2]. Hence, Task 1.4 foresees the initial design and requirements towards the GUI 
as well as the subsequent deployment of the front- and back-end on the MarketPlace.  
 
In the following sections, we will point to our Description of the work done (Sec. 2) and Deviation from 
Planned work in the DoA (Sec. 3). After presenting the legal terms and IP right of the GUI (Sec. 4), we 
will explain our multi-staged solution for the MarketPlace integration (Sec. 5) in detail. Finally, the 
achieved outcomes in the scope of this report are summarized and an outlook is given (Sec. 6).  
 

2. Description of the work done 

In order to meet the architectural requirements from the MarketPlace hardware infrastructure, the 
components of the back-end and the workflow runners of SimPhoNy and AiiDA (see D2.44 and D2.5) 
needed to be virtualized in Docker. The REST APIs developed (see D2.4 and D2.5) for the IM2D web-app 
were incorporated into the MarketPlace own API via standardized OpenAPI 3.0.0 specifications. 
 
Due to the IP rights of the IM2D front-end towards Applied Materials (AMAT, proprietary of the 
Ginestra® code), the developed prototype GUI is presently available upon request by contacting the 
INTERSECT project coordinator or the AMAT customer service. Once purchased and installed, the IM2D 
GUI can easily be connected to the public IM2D API on the MarketPlace and, via Docker, on any local 
machine or optionally on any private cluster architecture. 
 
For supporting the latter two configurations, an easily adaptable setup-file was implemented. It offers 
the opportunity to modify the network structure on, e.g., a cluster, any individual host/port mapping, 
as well as any compatible database and triplestore connection. 

 
2 D1.5: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yDGZ68JW-a7w7iTYD4eWwoQeuZx9wcZX/view 
3 D2.5: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1X1ukclCS0YNQqOWTfrxrhg1maOSLvBPv/view 
4 D2.4: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DN0pATpFloQ3Br0rWugdNn3fDBILBDri/view 
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3. Deviation from Planned work in the DoA 

Originally, Ginestra® was a proprietary code of the MDLab company (initially part of the consortium) 
and we wanted to re-use and upscale the existing Ginestra® GUI as the IM2D GUI. Shortly after the 
beginning of the project, MDLab was acquired by the Applied Materials company (AMAT), which is now 
a partner of the project in place of MDLab (same team, same budget, etc). The new company decided, 
as an internal commercial strategy and independently from the INTERSECT project, to invest and 
improve the existing Ginestra® GUI, which is - as the rest of the Ginestra® code - their own proprietary 
software. This implied a few changes in the initial plan: as described in D1.5, an integration of the Java 
Ginestra® GUI with the MarketPlace via SimPhoNy-Remote [3] was explored and technically feasible. 
Nonetheless, the AMAT legal team did not want to upscale the new Ginestra® GUI as the IM2D platform 
GUI, since the Ginestra® GUI is a commercial product owned by AMAT, is covered by copyright and 
developed outside the project field. Therefore, the use of the Ginestra® GUI as a common part of the 
entire IM2D infrastructure would cause delicate legal issues about IP and license management. This is 
particularly critical for the proposed integration of IM2D into the MarketPlace public hub by using the 
SimPhoNy-remote framework, since MarketPlace is not conceived to host copyrighted software. 
 
For these reasons, we defined an alternative strategy and we implemented all the technical steps 
necessary for the deployment of IM2D on MarketPlace (see Sec. 4), while -for the time being- the access 
is not public, but available on demand (see. Sec. 5.2). 

4. IM2D Graphical User Interface  

In order to overcome the legal challenges addressed in the previous chapter, we adopted an alternative 
solution for the design and the implementation of the IM2D GUI. Instead of upscaling the native 
Ginestra® GUI, AMAT created a dedicated user-friendly front-end prototype for the IM2D platform, by 
developing and empowering the Ginestra®-AiiDA plugin. This is a flexible and robust Java app that can 
be easily integrated in MarketPlace exploiting the SimPhoNy-Remote framework (as originally planned 
in DoA). Indeed, being the plugin a genuine outcome of the INTERSECT project, it is redeemed by 
commercial licensing restrictions and can be distributed with the IM2D framework.  

The front end of the Ginestra®-AiiDA plugin allows the semantic definition of different persona profiles 
(D2.5); it provides a seamless integration of AiiDA, Ginestra®, and SimPhoNy, as well as the access to 
the materials database through the OPTIMADE API (D2.65). Even though its realization required to 
redesign the hierarchy of a few interoperability rules, i.e., some extra implementation work (reported 
in D2.5, D2.6), this change allowed us to overcome the legal/commercial issues and to complete the 
implementation of the overall IM2D platform. The legal limitations concerning the IP protection from 
the side of the MarketPlace will be discussed further in section 5.2.  

 
5 D2.6: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EoKa1JxkqfCyM0jsIL1cq_6YHOqOqKEn/view 
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The graphical front end has a simple, intuitive, and user-friendly structure, based on an operation menu, 
buttons for the connection with the other part of the infrastructure (e.g., AiiDA), and windows for the 
visualization of 3D structures and material properties/parameters. Examples of the present status of 
this GUI are given in Figure 1. For further information about the features and functionalities of the IM2D 
front-end please see D2.4 - Materials-to-device and device-to-materials syntactic interconnections. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Top: Screenshot of the new IM2D GUI. This example shows the graphical visualization of the atomic structure and 
the corresponding materials properties of a crystalline compound (NaCl). Bottom: Screenshot of the visualization page of the 

material properties browser for the query of accessible material databases.	
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5. Back-end Services and their integration into the MarketPlace 

5.1 Introduction to the MarketPlace  
The MarketPlace project is an EU project (independent from INTERSECT), whose consortium consists of 
prominent EMMC [4] partners like SINTEF, Bosch, EPFL, ANSYS, Fraunhofer, Goldbeck Consulting Ltd., 
etc. The project’s goals are the installation and organization of a decentralized and ontology-based 
digital marketplace for the materials modelling community. Applications can be provided by external 
REST-services and easily registered by any authenticated user in the MarketPlace app-store by 
evaluating the application’s capabilities through the OpenAPI specification. The APIs of the external 
services are queryable through the MarketPlace app-store, and thus interoperable with other ontology-
based applications available on the platform. Since the MarketPlace follows OpenAPI-standardizations, 
the IM2D-web-app can be incorporated into any related semantic software services, which are 
currently under development within common projects of the EMMC umbrella (e.g., OntoTrans [5], 
DOME 4.0 [6], SimDOME [7], OpenModel [8], etc.). This is boosted significantly by the semantic 
interoperability worked out in D2.5. 

5.2  MarketPlace Integration Strategy 
As stated previously, the D1.5 original strategy (to directly deploy the Ginestra® GUI together with AiiDA 
and SimPhoNy on the MarketPlace platform through SimPhoNy-Remote) had to be changed due to 
legal/licensing constraints. An integration into the MarketPlace infrastructure would require the 
precondition that the deposited and cloud-registered product could only be only available for a subset 
of users, i.e., the official holders of a Ginestra® license or the INTERSECT consortium members. 
Currently, the MarketPlace infrastructure does not allow this (status January 2022). As a result, the 
straightforward integration of IM2D including the front-end into the app store of MarketPlace is not 
possible by the state of the art. It has to be considered that the MarketPlace project was initially 
intended to host and distribute only open source software and did not focus on commercially-licensed 
frameworks. For this, there are no currently concrete business models elaborated for the integration 
of proprietary apps and their components in MarketPlace. However, since the EMMC community 
supports the inclusion of copyrighted software on the related digital marketplaces on materials 
modeling, the copyright management of the IM2D GUI could represent an ideal testbed to elaborate 
the terms of use regulation for the MarketPlace project. This would satisfy the potential interest to 
supply commercial purchase and distribution of proprietary 3rd-party software in favor of the code 
originators. 

5.3 Dockerization of the app and deployment of the back-end services 
As a consequence of the multiple scenarios described above, the MarketPlace integration action has 
been focused on the deployment of the back-end services of the IM2D app (AiiDA and SimPhoNy) into 
the Fraunhofer IWM-server infrastructure, the resident core of the MarketPlace project. The back-end 
services can be launched without authentication under https://app3.materials-data.space. Accordingly, 
the whole generated data produced by any user on this website is fully public and accessible without 
login. This data includes the full data provenance of the workflows which are executed and can be run, 
as well as the full semantic interpretation through SimPhoNy-CUDS based on EMMO. 
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Furthermore, the MarketPlace app store shares the information that a compatible GUI for the IM2D 
web-app can be requested by contacting the INTERSECT coordinator and the AMAT customer service. 
Since IM2D GUI is interoperable with Ginestra® and offers the opportunity to connect to any instance 
of the IM2D engine (no matter if local or remote), any IM2D GUI user can connect to SimPhoNy and 
AiiDA either through the MarketPlace, through any company-internal infrastructure, or even through 
localhost on any individual laptop (see Figures 2 and 5). This is majorly achieved through the 
containerization of the IM2D back-ends and engines in a Docker-compose network for the scope of this 
deliverable. The files and the manual for setting up this Docker-compose network are available on the 
Fraunhofer GitLab of the semantic interface of SimPhoNy [9]. This repository will be released on public 
GitHub and described in D1.7 - Internal check tests and IM2D documentation (M40, April 2022). The 
Docker-images can be easily built by command line. Additionally, these images will be pushed and 
hosted on the official Dockerhub [10], so that even IM2D users without programming experience can 
easily pull it to any local machine without the need of technical knowledge about Docker. The 
dockerized version of the whole IM2D framework is easily exchangeable, maintainable, and deployable 
on any host machine. This containerization was particularly needed for the integration on the 
MarketPlace-production servers under https://app3.materials-data.space.  

5.4 Benefits of the Dockerization 
The containerization has the big advantage that the services of the AllegroGraph-triplestore for 
SimPhoNy, the Postgres-database (DB) for AiiDA, the AiiDA-engine, and the SimPhoNy-engine can run 
separately and communicate with each other through http-protocols (see Figures 2 and 3). This is 
particularly beneficial when the app is to be installed on a cluster and the individual services need to 
be distributed over various cluster-nodes. 

 

 

Figure 2: Screenshot of the IM2D-containers in a Docker compose running locally on windows. The IM2D REST API is exposed 
through the SimPhoNy-container on port 8000 and can be queried under the localhost. 
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Figure 3: Screenshot of the Docker-compose file on the Fraunhofer GitLab for building the images and containers for the 
IM2D-app from scratch. 

Additionally, the semantic and syntactic data of AiiDA and SimPhoNy in the Postgres-DB and the 
AllegroGraph-triplestore can be preserved, while both engines in their own containers can be 
maintained and updated without any loss of data. The entry points of the containers are designed to 
automatically reconnect to the configured existing databases when the containers are restarted, 
rebuilt, or exchanged.  

Furthermore, due to the modular structure of SimPhoNy, IM2D can connect to other triplestores (e.g., 
OntoKB from OntoTrans, StarDog, etc.) and AiiDA-instances (e.g., Quantum Mobile). This setup is easily 
configured through a JSON-file that is parsed when the containers are started or restarted (see Figure 
4). At the same time, SimPhoNy updates the t-box of the ontology within the database of the triplestore, 
in the case a new ontology-version has been assigned in the setup-file. The individuals of the CUDS-
objects are stored separately from the ontology classes, so that the existing data structures of individual 
computations are kept even though the class-hierarchy is refreshed. 
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Figure 4: JSON-file for the configuration of the connection details for the Docker-compose network. While each service can 
run under different ports, SimPhoNy can expose different http-entry points of the AiiDA-REST API, extend it by other http-

routes, and connect to other triplestores by defining other OSP-wrappers as data-source and data-sink. 

 

5.5 Registration on the MarketPlace web-platform 
Since the REST API on the MarketPlace is publicly accessible, any other GUI - apart from the one 
developed in INTERSECT - can connect and interact with the back-end service in order to push and pull 
data for and from the quantum mechanical simulations. Among other EU projects involved in the 
development of graphical front-ends for OSPs, there are SimDOME and OntoTrans with which we 
collaborate. Hence, this deployment also provides a running solution for the interaction of linked open 
data, semantic web application, and digital marketplaces for materials modeling. 

The production deployment of the IM2D app will be continuously updated through the server 
administrators of the Fraunhofer IWM. This will especially occur more frequently until the due date of 
D1.7 - Internal check tests and IM2D documentation at M40. 

Apart from the deployment of the REST API, the IM2D-back-end was registered under the web platform 
of the MarketPlace [11], which is the main app store of the decentralized infrastructure.  
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Figure 5: Screenshot of the landing page of the IM2D-REST API through the web browser, left: on localhost through Docker; 
right: through the Docker-deployment on the MarketPlace production server. The IM2D front-end is able to connect to both 

instances. 

The registration of the IM2D back-end on the MarketPlace increases the findability of the app and the 
generated data within the scope of related digital marketplace EU projects such as DOME 4.0, 
OpenModel, VIMMP, OntoTrans, MarketPlace, etc. This is additionally boosted by the standardization 
of the OpenAPI-3.0.0-specification, which leads to the accessibility of the IM2D REST API through the 
MarketPlace and hence the enrichment with other semantic materials data structures from available 
applications at the MarketPlace-store.  

 

6. Conclusions and outlook 

As described above and in D2.4, we realize an IM2D user-friendly graphical front-end for textual input, 
generation of workflow and dependency paths, able to access a material explorer and a device modeler, 
which manages the generation of input and output, and the execution of the linked model and access 
to material database, on the base of the persona profiles. The engines and data sources of SimPhoNy 
and AiiDA were successfully deployed on the MarketPlace production servers, so that the generated 
data can be queried and the available workflows can be run through the developed REST APIs without 
further user authentication.  

This API is registered through the openAPI-3.0.0 specification of the MarketPlace web services and is 
connectable to any other OSP-front-end, which values the app and its public data as a substantial 
contribution to publicly available simulation toolboxes backboned by semantic interoperability. 
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At present, the legal constraints due to the copyrighted source code by AMAT and lack of regulation on 
hosting proprietary software on Marketplace hindered the public accessibility to the IM2D 
infrastructure. In view of the positive intentions of all actors to distribute IM2D on public hubs, these 
legal issues are expected to be solved in the next months. In the meantime, full access to IM2D from 
Marketplace is available on demand, simply contacting the INTERSECT project coordinator or the AMAT 
customer service. We finally remark that the changes to the initial plan (see above) only affected the 
technical implementation of IM2D deployment, but not the user side. 

In the near future, the standalone SimPhoNy REST API based on the Python Flask-package [12] will be 
upscaled to a Swagger UI [13] through available Flask-extensions [14] and will provide a more user-
friendly interaction with the IM2D engines and back-end through any common web browser. Since the 
REST API was already specified in the YAML-format during the MarketPlace registration, this change is 
going to be a minor one. 

Furthermore, the IM2D web-app will change its domain url from https://app3.materials-data.space to 
https://im2d.materials-data.space in the near future. The according changes will not affect the hosted 
data and the MarketPlace registration will be updated accordingly. 
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API - Application Programming Interface 

CUDS - Common Universal Data Structure 

DB - Database 

DoA - Description of Action 

EMMC - European Materials Modelling Council 

EMMO - Elementary Multiperspective Material Ontology 

GUI - Graphical User Interface 

IM2D - Interoperable Materials-to-Device 

IP - Intellectual property 

OSP - Open Simulation Platform 

REST - Representational State Transfer 

 

 


